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(1. 1) $(\partial_{t}^{2}-\triangle+1)u=F(u.uu’’)’,$ , $t$. $>0,$ $x\in \mathrm{R}^{n}$
(1.2) $u(\mathrm{O}, x)=\hat{\mathrm{c}}u_{0}(X),$ $\partial_{t}u(\mathrm{O}, X)=\circ u_{1}’(x),$ $x\in \mathrm{R}^{n}$ .
1 $F$ $u$ 1 ( $n’$ ). 2 ( $u”$ )
$C^{\infty}$ $P\geq 2$
(1.3) $F(u, u’..u”)=O(|u|^{p}+|u’|^{p}+|u’’.|tJ)$ near $(\tau\iota\eta u^{\prime J\prime}. u)=(\mathrm{O}.0.0)$




$p=2$ $n\geq 5$ $=$’
$[8],[13]_{\text{ }}$ $n=3,4$ $[\overline{(}].[14]\circ$ $n=l.\underline{?}$
.
$\lim_{\inarrow 0}\in T_{\xi}2=$ oo $(n=1)$
$\varliminf_{\in 0}.-\sim’\log T\epsilon=\infty$ $(n=\underline{?})$
$\mathrm{H}_{\ddot{\mathrm{O}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}}11\mathrm{d}e\mathrm{r}$ 2 $[5]_{0}$
(H1) $\varliminf_{\Xi}\inf_{0}\in^{2}\log T\epsilon>0$ $(n=1)$
(H2) \dashv $(n=2)$
(H2) $[11],[12]$ $\langle$ $(\mathrm{H}2)$ $[4],[9],[15]$
) $n=1$ $P\geq 4$ $\epsilon$
[8],|13] $p=3$ $F$ $u,$ $1\iota’.y’’$ 3
$\vee \mathrm{c}$ $[6],[10]$
1 2
$\partial_{t}=\partial/\partial_{f}$ , $\partial_{x}=\partial/\partial_{x}$ . $L=x\partial_{\mathrm{f}}+t\partial_{x}$ ,
$\partial=(\partial_{t}, \partial_{x})$
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$\Gamma=(\Gamma_{j})^{3}j=1=(\partial_{t}, \partial_{x}.L)$ $\cap=(\alpha_{1}.\bigcap_{2}..r\mathrm{y}_{3}..)$
$\Gamma^{\alpha}=\mathrm{r}_{1}^{\alpha_{1}}\mathrm{r}_{2}\alpha 2\Gamma_{3^{3}}^{\alpha}$ $1\leq P\leq\infty$ $L^{p}$ $\mathrm{R}$ $L^{p}$ $\mathrm{R}$
$H^{m,s}$
$H^{m,s}=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}’\in L2:\langle_{l}.\cdot\rangle^{S}\omega\uparrow\iota"\in mL^{2}\}$ .
$\ \cdot=(1-\partial_{x}^{2})^{1/2}$ . $\langle x\rangle=(1+x^{2})^{1/2}(x\in \mathrm{R})$
$||\mathrm{c}’||_{H^{m}}.\cdot$. $=||\langle x\rangle^{sr\prime l}\ \cdot\uparrow’||/,\underline{‘)}$
$f\in S(\mathrm{R})$ $K\in S’(\mathrm{R}\cross \mathrm{R})$
$\hat{f}(p)=\int e^{-ixp}f(x)dx$ ,
$\hat{\mathrm{A}^{-}}(p, q)=\int\int e^{-i\mathrm{t}}Iyp+\approx q)’(1y$ . $\approx)dyd\approx$
( $S$ ) $k\in \mathrm{N}$
$||u(t)||$ $=$ $||u(t, \cdot)||_{L^{2}}$ ,














$t \in[0,T],x\in\sup \mathrm{R}(1+t+|x|)^{1}/2\sum|\Gamma^{\alpha}u.(t..\mathrm{t}\cdot)||\alpha|\leq k$
’
$|||u||_{k},\tau$ $=$ $|u|_{k},\tau+||u||k+6,\tau+||\partial u||k+6,T$ .
$(\partial_{tx}\text{ }\partial, L)$
(1.4) $[L, \partial_{t}]=-\partial_{x}$ , $[L, \partial_{x}]=-\partial_{t}$ , $[\partial_{\iota,\partial_{x}}]=0$ .
C.
$F$ $u,$ $u_{t},$ $u_{x}$
$F(u, u_{t\cdot x}u)=O(|u|^{2}+|u_{t}|^{2}+|u_{x}|^{2})$ near $(u, u_{t}, u_{x})=(0.0.())$




(1.5) $T$. $>A\exp(B\mathit{6}-2)$ for $0<\vee\sigma\leq’-.0$
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$\mathrm{c}_{0}’,$ $A,$ $B$ $k,$ $||u\mathit{0}||_{H}k+7k+6,$ $||u_{1}||_{H^{k+6.k+}}6$
(i) $u(\mathrm{O}.x)$ $\partial_{t}u(\mathrm{o}\eta x)$ $0$
\tau
$||u(0, x)||_{H^{k+}}7.k+6+||\partial_{t}u(0, x)||_{H^{k+}}6,k+6\leq\in$ .
(ii) H\"ormander (H1)
(iii) Yordanov [16] 2 $F=u_{t}^{2}u_{x}+ou^{3}.+bu^{2}(a. b\in \mathrm{R})$
$u_{0}$ . $u_{1}\in C_{0}^{\infty}(\mathrm{R})$ $\mathit{1}_{\mathrm{R}}^{(\partial_{x}}u_{0}$ ) $u_{1}dX>0$ $(1.1)-(1.2)$
: A. $B$ $\leq A\exp(B=’-2)_{\text{ }}$
(1.5)
2





(2.2) $v=u+[u, B1\mathrm{J}, u]$ $[u, B_{12}. u\mathrm{f}]+[u_{f}.B_{21}. u]+[ut, B22\cdot ut]$ ,
$B_{ij}$ (distribution) 2 $[\cdot. B_{ij}. \cdot]$
(2.3) $[f, B_{ij\cdot g}](X)= \iint f(y)B_{i}j(X-y, X-\approx)g(\approx)dyd\approx$
(2.4) $v_{x}$ $=$ $u_{x}+[u.B_{11}, u_{x}]+[u_{x}, B_{1\mathrm{l}}, u]+[\mathrm{t}\iota, B_{12,tx}u]+[n_{x}, B_{12}. u_{t}]$
$+[u_{t}, B_{21}, u_{x}]+[u_{tx}, B_{2}1\cdot u]+[u_{f}, B_{22}. u_{tx}]+[u_{tx}.B_{22}. u_{t}]$ .
(2.5) $\iota_{t}$’ $=$ $u_{f}+[u.B_{11}. u_{t}]+[u,.B_{11}, u]+[u_{t}.B_{1}2\cdot u.\mathrm{f}]+[u_{f}.B_{12}. -\ ’ u]$2
$+[u_{t}, B_{21}, ut]+[-\dot{\mu}2u, B_{21}. u_{t}]+[u_{t}.B_{22}.-\dot{\mu}u]2.+[-\omega^{2}u.B22\cdot u_{f}]$
$+[u, B_{12}, F]+[F, B_{21}, u]+[ut, B_{22}, F]+[F, B_{22}, u_{t}]$,
(2.6) $(\partial_{f}^{2}-\partial^{2}x+1)\iota)$ $=$ $F(u., u_{t,x}u)+[u, -(2\partial_{\mathrm{l}}\partial_{2}+1)B_{11}+2(\partial_{1}^{2}-1)(\partial_{2}2-1)B22\cdot u]$
$+[u$ . $-(2\partial_{1}\partial_{2}+1)B_{12}+\underline{?}(\partial_{1}^{2}-1)B21, u_{t}]$
$+[u_{t}$ . $-(2\partial_{1}\partial_{2}+1)B_{21}+2(\partial_{2}^{2}-1)B_{12}. u]$
$+[u_{t}, -(2\partial_{12}\partial+1)B_{22}+2B_{\mathrm{i}1}. u_{t}]+R$.
$\partial_{1}B_{ij}=\partial_{y}B_{ij}(y, \approx)$ . $\partial_{2}B_{ij}=\partial_{\approx}B_{ij(}y$. $\approx$ ) $R=R(ll. u’. u”. u_{ff})$ 3
(2.7) $R$ $=$ $[u.B_{\rceil \mathrm{l}}.F]+[F.B_{1\rceil}. n]+[u_{f}.B_{21}.F]+[F.B_{12}.1/_{f}]+\mathrm{r}t.B_{\iota 2}.\partial_{F},]+$ [ $\partial_{t}$F. $B_{21}$ . $u$ ]
$+[u_{1}, B_{22}.\partial,F]+$ [ $\partial$,F. $B_{22}$ . $u_{f}$ ] $+\underline{?}[u_{f}.B_{1}2, F]+2[F.B_{\mathit{2}1\cdot i}n]$
$+2[-\omega^{2}u.B_{2}2\cdot F]+2[F.B_{22}.-\omega^{2}u]+2[F.B_{22}.F]$.
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(2.6) $R$ $0$ $B_{ij}$ (2.6) 2
(2.8) $\hat{B}_{11}(p, q)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{det}\{-2(a_{3}+c_{1})p^{2}q^{2}+2i.a_{2}pq(p+q)+(2a_{1}+a_{3})pq$
$-2c_{1}(p^{2}+q^{2})-ia_{2(}p+q\mathrm{I}-(a1+2c_{1})\}$ .
(2.9). $\hat{B}_{12}(p, q)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{det}\{4ib_{2p^{2}q}+2b_{1}p(p+q)-ib_{2}(p-2q)+b_{1}\}\eta$
(2.10) $\hat{B}_{21}(p, q)$ $=$ $\hat{B}_{12}(q,p)$ ,
(211) $\hat{B}_{22}(p.q)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{det}\{2(a_{3}+c_{1})pq-\underline{?}ia2(p+q)-(\underline{?}a_{1}+c_{1})\}$,
$det=4(p^{2}+pq+q^{2})+3$
$(2.2),(2.8)-(2.11)$ $\iota$ ’ 3











$C_{\beta.\prime,m,n}^{\alpha_{\wedge}}$ [ $\Gamma^{\beta}f,$ $y^{m}$ \sim -Kn. $\mathrm{r}^{\gamma}g$ ]
$0\leq m\leq|\beta|,0\leq n\leq|\gamma|$
$C_{\beta,\gamma.m}^{\alpha}.n$ $\alpha,$ $\beta,$ $\gamma$ $m$ . $n$
$u$ (2.12)
21 $a,$ $b=0,1$ $m,$ $n$ B
$(1+y^{2})^{a}(1+\approx)2b\omega_{y}-2-\omega_{\approx}y.B_{i}2m_{\sim^{n}}j(y, z)\in L^{1}(\mathrm{R}\cross \mathrm{R})$.
$I\mathrm{i}^{\prime-2-}=\omega\omega yyz^{2}zB_{i}jmn(y, \approx)$ $\hat{\mathrm{A}^{\vee}}\in W^{8,2}(\mathrm{R}\cross \mathrm{R})$
$(1+y^{2})^{a+}1(1+ \approx)2b+1K(y, \approx)=\frac{1}{(2\pi)^{2}}\int\int e^{ip+\approx}((yq)1-\partial^{2})^{a}p(+11-\partial^{2})^{b}q\hat{\mathrm{A}}+1’(p.q)dpdq$ .




Proposition 4.1, [2] Theorem 5 )
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22 $K$ : $(i.j)=(0,0)$ . $(0.1)$ . $(1.0)$ C
(2.13) $|\partial_{p}^{i}\partial_{q}^{j}\hat{\mathrm{A}}-(p, q)|\leq C_{ij}(p^{2}+q^{2})^{-\mathrm{t}}i+j)/2$
(H\"older )
$||[f, \mathrm{A}^{-}, g]||_{L^{r}}\leq C_{p.q}||f||_{Lp}||g||L^{q}$
$r^{-1}=p^{-1}+q^{-1},p,$ $q>1,$ $r<\infty_{\text{ }}$ $C_{p.q}$ $f.g$
$u$. (2.12)
23 $k$ 4 $f.g\in S(\mathrm{R})$
$||[f, B_{11}, g]||_{k}$ $\leq$ $c$. $(||f||_{k}|g|_{[} \frac{k}{2}$ ] $+|f|[ \frac{k}{2}]||g||k)$
$||[f, B_{12}, g11|k \leq c.(||f||k|g|[\frac{k}{2}]|+f|_{[\frac{k}{2}}]||g||k,\omega-1)$
$||[f,$ $B_{21}.g1||_{k}$ $\leq$ $c$. $(||f||_{k,\omega}-1|g|_{[\frac{k}{2}]}+|f|[ \frac{k}{2}]||g||k)$
$||[f, B_{22}, g]||_{k}$ $\leq$ $c$. $(||f||_{k}, \omega-1|g|[\frac{k}{2}]|+f|_{[]}\frac{k}{2}||g||_{k,\omega}-1)$
$[s]$ $s$ $C$ $B_{ij}$
$f.g$
$[f, K, g](x)$ $=$ $\iint e^{ix(+)}\hat{\mathrm{A}}^{r}pq(p, q)\hat{f}(p)\hat{g}(q)d.pdq$
$\overline{\partial_{x}f}(p)$
$=$ $i.p\hat{f}(p)$
22. 22 $\hat{\mathrm{A}}’=\frac{p^{2}q^{2}}{det}$ (2.13)
(2.13) $\hat{\mathrm{A}’}_{ij}=\frac{p^{i}q^{j}}{det}$ $(i+j=2)$
(2.14) $[\Gamma^{\beta}f, K.\Gamma^{\gamma}g]$ $=$ $-[\partial_{x}^{2}\mathrm{r}^{\beta}f.\mathrm{A}_{02\cdot q}’\mathrm{r}\gamma.]$
$=$ $-[\partial_{x}\Gamma^{\beta}f,$ $K_{11,g]}\partial_{x}\Gamma^{\gamma}$
$=$ $-[\Gamma^{\beta 2}f, \mathrm{A}^{-}20, \partial_{x}\Gamma^{\gamma}g]$ ,
$||[f, \mathrm{A}^{-}, g]||k\leq C$. $(||f||k|g|[ \frac{k}{2}]+|f|_{[]}\frac{k}{2}||g||k)$
B $\blacksquare$
24 $f.g\in S(\mathrm{R})$
$(\underline{?}.15)$ $||\partial_{x}f||_{k,\omega^{-1}}$ $\leq$ $C’||f||_{k}$ .
(2.16) $||fg||_{k}$ $\leq$ $C$. $(||f||_{k}|g|[ \frac{k}{2}]+|f|_{[\tau^{]}}k||g||k)$ ,
$(2.1\overline{\prime})$ $||fg||_{k},\omega-1$ $\leq$ $C(||f||_{k,\omega}-1|g|[ \frac{k}{2}]+1+|f|_{[\frac{k}{2}]+1}||g||k,\omega^{-\iota})$ ,










( $||\omega^{-1}(fg)||\leq||\omega^{-1}f||\cdot||g||_{W^{1}}.\infty$ ) $\cup‘\alpha 2$




31 (1.1) $u$ . $u_{t}.$ . $u_{x}$. $u_{0}\in H^{2}(\mathrm{R})$ . $u_{\mathrm{l}}\in$
$H^{1}(\mathrm{R})$ $.-\vee\wedge$ $T>0$ $0<t<T$ $(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1})-(\mathit{1}.\iota A)$ ( $n=1$ ) –
$u$ $u$.
$u\in\cap C^{1j}j=02([0, \tau];H2-j)$
$T$ $||u_{0}||_{H^{2}},$ $||u_{1}||_{H^{1\in}}$, $u_{0}\in H^{m,m-1},$ $u_{1}.\in H^{\gamma\gamma l-}1,m-1(m\geq\underline{?})$
$u$ : $\alpha(|a|\leq m-1)$




31 $u(t, x)$ .
$(\partial_{l}^{2}-\partial^{2}x+1)u=f(t, x)$ , $t>0$ . $x\in \mathrm{R}$
$(1+t+|X|)^{\frac{1}{2}}|u(t, x)|$ $\leq$
$C \sum_{j=0|\alpha|}^{\infty}\sum.\sup_{t)}\varphi j(\mathcal{B})||(1+S+|y|)\mathrm{r}^{\alpha}f\leq 3S\in(0,(s.y)||L2(\mathrm{R}_{y})$
$+C$. $\sum_{1j=0\mathrm{Q}|}^{\infty}\sum||(1+|y|)\frac{1}{2}\varphi_{j}(|y|)\Gamma\alpha u(\mathrm{o}, y)||\leq 4L2’\backslash \mathrm{R}_{y^{)}}$
$\{\varphi_{j}\}_{j0}^{\infty}=$
’ 1 Littlewood-Paley
$\sum_{j=0}^{\infty}\varphi_{j}(s)=1,$ $s\geq 0;\varphi_{j}\in C_{0}^{\infty}(\mathrm{R}),$ $\varphi_{j}\geq 0$ for all $j\geq 0$ ;
$\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\varphi_{j}=[\underline{?}j-1,2j+1]$ for $j\geq 1$ . $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}\varphi_{0^{\cap}}[\mathrm{o}.\infty)=1().2]$
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32 $[0.T](T>0)$ ( $\mathit{1}.\mathit{1}l-(\mathit{1}.\mathit{2})$ $v$ $1l$
$\epsilon$
$|u|_{k.T}\leq C’[\in+|||u|||_{k}2,+T\log(2+\tau)(|||u|||3|k,T+||u|||4)k,\tau]$




(3.2) $(1+t+|X|) \frac{1}{2}|\mathrm{r}^{\alpha}u(t, x)|$ $\leq$ $C \sum_{j=0|\lambda|}^{\infty}\sum\sup_{)0,\dagger}\varphi_{j(S})||(1+\mathit{8}+|y|)\Gamma^{\alpha}+\lambda R\leq 3s\in((s.y)||L2\mathrm{t}\mathrm{R}_{y})$
$+C \sum_{j=0m}\sum_{=0}||(1+|y|)^{\frac{1}{2}}\Psi\wedge(j|y|)\partial m_{\Gamma^{\alpha}}(0\iota)y\infty 4x’)||L^{2}\{$
$+C$. $\sum\infty\sum||(1+|y|)\frac{3}{2}\varphi j(|y|)\Gamma^{\mathrm{Q}+\lambda}\partial_{t^{[(}},0.y)||_{L^{2}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{R}_{y})$.
$j=0|\lambda|\leq.3$





$+ \sum_{j=0\lambda|}^{\infty}\sum_{|\leq 3}||(1+|y|)\frac{3}{2}(|y|)\Gamma\alpha+\lambda\partial_{t}v(0, y)\varphi_{j}||L2(\mathrm{R}_{y})\leq C_{arrow}^{c}$, $|a|\leq k$
(3.2) $R$ (2.7) 11 (
) 22
(3.4) $||(1+s+|_{X}|)\mathrm{r}^{\alpha}+\lambda[-\omega u., B_{2}2F2,]||$
$\leq$ $C$
$| \beta|+|\gamma|\leq|\sum_{\lambda\alpha+|}$













$\leq$ $C$. $\sum$ $|(1+s+|I|) \frac{1}{2}\omega 2\Gamma\partial(-\omega 2)|_{\infty}||(1+s+|\tau|)\frac{1}{2}1\iota.\omega\Gamma 2\gamma F||$
$|\beta|+|\gamma\gamma|\leq k+3$
$0\leq|\mathcal{B}|\leq$ $\frac{k}{2}$ ] $+1$ .
$+C,+| \gamma|\leq k\neq 3\sum_{|_{\wedge}’|}||\omega^{2}\Gamma^{\beta}(-\mathrm{A}’ u2)||\cdot|(1+s+|x|)_{\dot{\Psi}\Gamma}\mathit{2}\gamma F|_{\infty}$
$0\leq$ $| \leq[\frac{k}{2}\rceil+2$
$\leq$ $C|u|^{2}[ \frac{k}{2}]+5,T(||u||k+6,\tau+||\partial u||k+6,T)$
$\leq$ $C||u|||_{k}^{3},T$ for $0\leq s\leq T,$ $|\alpha|\leq k$
(3.7) $||(1+s+|x|)\Gamma^{\alpha+}\lambda 1^{F},$ $B_{22},$ $F]||$ $\leq$ $C^{t}|u|^{3}[ \frac{k}{2}]+5,T(||u||k+6,T+||\partial u||k+6.\tau)$
$\leq$ $C.|||u|||_{k}^{4},T$ for $0\leq s\leq T_{:}|\alpha|\leq k$
$T>0$ $C$
$j= \sum_{0s}^{\mathrm{x}}\sup(\eta jr(s)\in \mathrm{t}0,\tau)\leq C$
’ $\log(2+T)$
$(3.2).(3.3),$ $(3.6),(3.7)$
(3.8) $(1+t+|x|)^{\frac{1}{2}}|\Gamma^{\alpha}v(t, X)|\leq C[\in+\log(2+T)(|||u|||_{k\tau}3..+|||u||^{4..)}kT]$ for $0\leq s\leq T,$ $|\alpha|\leq k$
(2.2) (3.8) 1/ (2.2)




$|(1+t+|X|) \frac{1}{2}[_{\ } \cdot 2\mathrm{r}\beta\partial_{\dagger}u.\omega^{-}\omega--y\sim-,\partial_{t}uy2-2m\mathrm{n}_{B_{22}.\omega^{2}\Gamma^{\gamma}}]|\infty$
$0\leq m\leq|\mathcal{B}|,0\leq n\leq|\gamma|$
$\leq$
$C \sum_{|\mathcal{B}|\leq[\frac{k}{2}]}|(1+t+|X|)\frac{1}{2}\omega^{2}\Gamma\beta\partial_{t}u|_{\infty}\cross\sum_{|\gamma|\leq k}|\omega^{2}\Gamma^{\gamma}\partial tu|_{\infty}$
$\leq$
$C|u|_{[\frac{k}{2}}]+3, \tau\cross\sum_{|\gamma|\leq k}||\omega^{2\gamma}\Gamma\partial\iota u||H1$





33 $1^{\mathrm{o}},$ $\tau$] $(\tau>0)$ $(\mathit{1}.\mathit{1})-(\mathit{1}.\mathit{2})$ $n$ $n$
$\epsilon$.
$||u(t)||k+6+||\partial u(t)||k+6\leq C[\mathrm{c}’+|||u|1_{k}^{2}.\tau+|||u|||^{3}k.T+\log(1+T)(|||u|||_{k.\tau}3+|||u|||_{\mathrm{t}}4..)T]$ . $t\in[0.T]$




(3.10) $||v(t)||_{k}+6+|| \partial v(t)||_{k}+6\leq C(||v(0)||_{k+6}+||\partial v(0)||_{k+}6+\int_{0}^{t}||R(s)||k+6ds)$
$||R||_{k+6}$




$||F(t)||_{k}+6$ $\leq$ $c$. $(||u(t)||_{k6}++|| \partial u(t)||k+6)|u(t)|[\frac{k}{2}]+4$
$|F(.t.)|_{m}$ $\leq$ $C|u(r)|_{\Pi}2+1$
$||\partial_{t}F(t)||k+6,\omega^{-1}$ $\leq$ $C(||u(t)||_{k+6}+|| \partial u(t)||_{k6}+)(|u(t)|_{[]6^{+}}\frac{k}{2}+|u(t)|^{2)}[\frac{k}{2}]+4$
$|\partial_{t}F(r_{\text{ }})|_{m}$ $\leq$ $C(|u(t)|_{m}^{2}+2+|u(t)|3)m+1$
$\langle$2.15), 23 (2.7)
(3.11) $||[\omega^{2}u, B_{22}, F](t)||_{k}+6$ $\leq$ $C(||( \omega^{2}u)(t)||k+6,\omega-1|F(t)|_{[}\frac{k}{2}]+3+|(\omega u)2(t)|_{[\frac{k}{2}}]+3||F(t)||_{k+6},\omega-\iota)$
$\leq$ $c(||u(t)||_{k+6}+|| \partial u(t)||k+6)|u(t)|_{[]+5}^{2}\frac{k}{2}$
(3.12) $||[\partial_{f}u, B_{22,t}\partial F](t)||_{k}+6$ $\leq$ $C(|| \partial_{t}u(t)||_{k}+6,\omega^{-1}|\partial_{t}F(t)|_{[\frac{k}{2}}]+3+|\partial_{\ell}u(t)|[\frac{k}{2}]+3||\partial tF(t)||k+6,\omega-1)$
$\leq$ $C(||u(t)||_{k}+6+|| \partial u(f\mathrm{I}||k+6)(|u(t)|^{2}[\frac{k}{2}]+6+|u(t)|^{3}[\frac{k}{2}]+4)$











$\sup$ $(1+t+|T|) \frac{1}{2}|\mathrm{r}^{\alpha}u.(t, X)|$
$(1+t)\overline{2}x\in \mathrm{R}.t\in[0,\tau]$
$m$
(3.14) $|u(t)|_{m} \leq\frac{1}{(1+\dagger)^{\frac{1}{2}}}|?/.|m.\tau$ for $t\in[0.T]$
$(3.11)-(3.14)$
$||R(t)||_{k+}6$ $\leq$ $\frac{C}{1+t}(||u||k+6,\tau+||\partial u||_{k6}+,\tau)(|u|_{[}2+\frac{k}{2}]+6,\tau|u|_{[}^{3)}\frac{k}{2}]+4.\tau$
$\leq$ $\frac{C’}{1+\mathrm{f}}(|||u.|||_{k,\tau}3+|||u.|||_{\lambda\cdot,\tau)}^{4}$ for $t\in[0, T]$
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(3.15) $/0T||R(t)||_{k}+6dt\leq C\log(1+T)(|||u|||^{3}k.T+|||u|||^{\mathrm{t}}\llcorner)k.T$ .
$||n||h\cdot+6$ $||v||k+6$ $(2.2),(2.4).(2.5)$ 23,24
: $t\in[0.T|$
(3.16) $||v(t)||_{k+\}+||\partial 1;(t)||_{k}+6$ $\leq$ $||u(t)||_{k6}++||\partial u(t)||k+6$
$+C(||u(t)||_{k+6}+|| \partial u(t)||k+6)(|\iota\iota(t)|[\frac{k}{2}]+2^{+}|u(t)|^{2)}[\frac{k}{2}]+1$




(3.18) $||\mathrm{t}’(\mathrm{o})||_{k+6}+||\partial \mathfrak{l}’(0)||_{k}+6\leq C\vee=$
(3.10). (3.15), (3.17). (3.18) if
$\blacksquare$
4 .
32 3.3 $[0, T]$
(3.19) $|||u1|_{k,T}\leq C[\overline{\mathrm{c}}+\#|u|||2+k,T|||u|||3\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}(k,\tau+\mathrm{g}2+^{\tau)}(|||u|||3+k.T|||\iota l.|||4)k.T]$
$\epsilon$ ( $0<\in\leq\epsilon_{1}$ )
$C$ (3.19) $A,$ $B$





(3.22) $|||u|||k,T$ $\leq$ $C,$ $[\in+A^{2}\in^{2}+A^{3_{C}3}.-.+\log(2+T)(A^{3_{=}3}.+A^{4_{c}4}\vee)]$
$\leq$ $C[1+A^{2}(1+A\in)_{\sim}\sigma+A^{3}B(1+A\in)]-\vee$’
$A,$ $B$ (3.20) (3.22) : $T\in[0$ . $\tau_{=}^{*}..$ )




$\tau_{\underline{c}}*$ $\tau_{\underline{r}}*=$ T— 31 $1/(t)$
$t=T$. (3.21)
$T_{\mathcal{E}} \geq\tau_{\in}*>\exp(B=’-2)-2\geq\frac{1}{2}\exp(B_{\sim}r^{-2})$
$=’ \leq \mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\{(\frac{B}{\log 4})^{\frac{1}{2}}.\llcorner\}c_{2}=:C.0$
$\blacksquare$
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